
MotionCam Fibra

Wired indoor motion detector with photo verification

● Software filter against false alarms

● Adjustable image resolution

● Pet immunity

● Energy consumption up to 100 µA

● Remote control and setup

● Photo verification in 9 seconds without
privacy concerns

● IR backlight for photos in the dark

● Temperature compensation

● Two colours сasing

● Fibra line connectionbus up to 2,000 m

● Data-rich notifications

MotionCam Fibra — is the device of the new Fibra wired product line. Such devices can only be purchased,
installed and administered by accredited Ajax partners.

Communication protocol Fibra

The new wired line of Fibra devices has inherited all the advantages of the Jeweller wireless line. Data
transmission that is encrypted and protected from sabotage, unprecedented range and energy efficiency,
remote control and maintenance, the fastest possible installation.

Fibra technology allows building complex protection regardless of facility size, steel or concrete obstructions.
Security is enhanced by informative notifications, photo verification of alarms, real-time system control in the
app, and automation scenarios.

Adjustable image resolution

MotionCam Fibra is a wired motion detector with photo verification support. It detects an intrusion into the
secured area and records moving objects with a temperature close to that of the human body.

After detecting motion, the detectors take a series of images, which allows you to dynamically assess what is
happening in the facility. Visual verification helps to instantly ascertain the situation, saving users from
concerns, and security companies from unnecessary patrol dispatches.

The built-in camera can take between 1 and 5 images with a resolution of 320 × 240 and up to 3 images with a
resolution of 640 × 480 pixels in case of alarm, on request, and according to the scenario.



A series of photos is reproduced in the app as an animation. Photos are available both in Ajax apps and on the
security company’s monitoring station software.

Privacy first

The detector activates its camera when the security system is armed and motion is detected. Visual alarm
verifications can only be seen by users with access to the hub’s event feed and by security company
employees if the security system is connected to a monitoring station.

If the Photo on Demand function is activated, the detectors can take a photo upon the command of a
system user or PRO user with access rights. Requested photos are always recorded in the hub's events feed.

Photos are encrypted at every stage of transmission. While stored on the Ajax Cloud server, no pictures are
processed or analysed.

Pet immunity

When properly installed and configured, MotionCam Fibra ignore animals that are up to 50 cm in height and
weigh up to 20 kg.

To assess the threat, motion detectors use the SmartDetect software algorithm developed by Ajax Systems.
When motion is detected, SmartDetect analyses the signal waveform of the infrared sensor and compares it
with values   specific to human motion.

Because as the heat spot of an animal is small, and the signals enter the lower zone of the Fresnel lens (which
transmits less radiation to the sensor), the detector does not raise an alarm.

IR backlight for photos in the dark

For shooting in the dark, the detector is equipped with infrared illumination, which is activated when taking
photos in low light.

The detector perceives a person and other objects as heat spots. The device monitors these heat spots and
signals an alarm if they move. MotionCam Fibra reacts to the movement of heat spots whose temperature is
close to that of the human body.

In case the ambient temperature is approximately equal to the temperature of the human body, the correct
operation of the detector is not guaranteed unless temperature compensation is applied. Temperature
compensation is used in all Ajax motion detectors. Thanks to this, the detector detects movement over the
entire operating temperature range.


